Universal Dimming LED Driver

Dial Down Your Dimming Worries

The Universal Dimming LED Driver from Environmental Lights is one of the most exciting LED power supplies available. What makes this driver unique is that it is compatible with all our dimmers, including phase and 0-10V dimmers. Additionally, it features 2 outputs that can each power 96W of LEDs. Each output can drive a full load at 100% so there is no need to derate this power supply. It works with an input voltage of 100-277VAC so you can utilize it for many commercial applications. It features an integrated wiring compartment for a streamlined installation.

- Compatible with all our dimmers, including phase and 0-10V dimmers
- Accepts 100-277VAC
- Integrated wiring compartment
- IP66 rating
- 5-year warranty
- UL Listed, Class 2, Type HL, RoHS, FCC, CSA
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